
Chrome web browser help for Flash player.   

Note: these settings are specific to your personal browser and are not specific or controlled by the GNP website. These browser settings 

are controlled locally and can change when updates to Chrome are released, or when you run clean up maintenance to history and cookies.  

In your Chrome browser, the GNP Frame home page shows a Flash puzzle piece on the bottom right. Either click the puzzle piece, or click the  

top left icon as shown below. 



Click allow from the flash options. You can also click allow on the java script options if it not already selected.  Now close this dialog box using 

the X  



When you close the box Chrome will show you a reload option to make the changes take effect. Click to reload. 



In the bottom right, what was once the puzzle piece will now be a video option.  Make sure you are logged into your GNP account and proceed 

with your order by selecting one of the product options from  

the LEFT HAND SHOP OUR PRODUCTS LIST. 



Firefox web browser help for Flash player.   

 

Note: these settings are specific to your personal browser and are not specific to or controlled by the GNP website. These browser settings are 

controlled locally and can change when updates to Firefox are released, or when you run clean up maintenance to history and cookies.  

In your Firefox browser, the GNP Frame home page shows a Flash icon and black box on the bottom right. Either click the puzzle piece, or 

click the  top left icon as shown below. 



Click allow from the flash options. You might want to check the remember option also. You will see your screen change the bottom right sec-

tion from a puzzle piece to a blank space. Refresh your screen.  



In the bottom right, will now be a video option.  Make sure you are logged into your GNP account and proceed with your order by selecting one 

of the product options from  

the LEFT HAND SHOP OUR PRODUCTS LIST. 



*FOR MAC* Chrome web browser help for Flash player.   

Note: these settings are specific to your personal browser and are not specific or controlled by the GNP website. These browser settings 

are controlled locally and can change when updates to Chrome are released, or when you run clean up maintenance to history and cookies.  

In your Chrome browser, the GNP Frame home page shows a Flash puzzle piece on the bottom right. Click the top left not secure icon as 

shown below. 



Click allow from the flash options. You can also click allow on the java script options if it not already selected. You will see your screen change 

the bottom right section from a puzzle piece to a video space. Now close this dialog box using the X  



When you close the box Chrome will show you a reload option to make the changes take effect. Click to reload. 



In the bottom right, what was once the puzzle piece will now be a video option.  Make sure you are logged into your GNP account and proceed 

with your order by selecting one of the product options from  



*FOR MAC* Safari web browser help for Flash player.   

Note: these settings are specific to your personal browser and are not specific or controlled by the GNP website. These browser settings 

are controlled locally and can change when updates to Safari are released, or when you run clean up maintenance to history and cookies.  

In your Safari browser, the GNP Frame home page shows click to use flash on the bottom right. Click as instructed.  



Answer the question in the top center box. Note, if you choose use once, you will need to repeat this every time you visit the site. 



Bottom right hand box now shows a video. 



Make sure you are logged into your GNP account and proceed with your order by selecting one of the product options from  

the LEFT HAND SHOP OUR PRODUCTS LIST. 
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